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INTRODUCTION
These step-by-step instructions will lead you through the workflow procedure in order to get familiar
with the software environment. »Starter .dwg files« should be used.
The purpose of this tutorial is learning how to design and insert profile view in the drawing, how to
design and edit a profile, and how to calculate superelevations.

1. DRAW PROFILE VIEW
This command reads the data from the source DWG file or LON file, which contains profile's terrain data
and draws the appropriate terrain line. It also enables the schematic drawing of horizontal road
elements to the active profile.
Open the drawing »Alignment with sample lines.dwg«.
1. Your alignment »Axis_road« should be set as
active (the icon next to the alignment name is
coloured blue).
2. From the Ribbon under Profile tab, click Draw
Profile View.
3. In Input terrain dialog box specify:
Scale: 1000:100
Input Data: current drawing
From station: 0.00 (P1)
To station: 2789.536 (P94)
Check: Draw horizontal elements
Horizontal road elements
Lane widths
Lane widenings
4. Confirm with OK.
5. Select a point in the drawing where you want
to locate a profile view.
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1.1 Draw alignment geometry
In case you did not check the option »Draw Horizontal Elements« when defining alignment parameters
(chapter 1.1), you have to draw alignment geometry additionally.
1. From the Ribbon under Profile tab, click on
Draw alignment geometry icon.
2. In dialog box specify layout file (input data),
and check all the possible options.
3. Confirm with OK.

2. DRAW PROFILE
In a profile view, you can insert tangents by selecting vertex points interactively. The other option is
defining parameters in a dialog box after selecting the first tangent point in the drawing.
1. From the Ribbon under Profile tab, click on
Profile icon.
2. Select first tangent point in the drawing. Draw
tangents dialog box opens.
3. You can define vertex points interactively in
the drawing, or you can specify tangent
parameters in dialog box.
You can specify the following parameters:
- Station
- Height
- Tangent length
- Slope
- Section
You can specify two parameters at a time.
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4. When drawing tangents, a preview of vertical
alignment is shown based on the next tangent
point/parameters selected.

5. When finished, press Enter. Vertical
alignment and tangents are drawn and
labelled in the drawing.
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2.1 Edit Profile
You can edit geometry of the drawn tangents with the Edit Profile icon.
1. Select the tangent in the drawing you
to edit.

want

2. In Tangents Editor dialog box, check the
parameter you want to edit and define new value.
3. Move forward to the next tangent vetrex with
the button Next.
4. When finished, click OK.

3. CALCULATE SUPERELEVATIONS
The definition of superelevations usually follows the vertical alignment design. Program calculates
superelevations according to the horizontal roadway elements and design speed data.

1. From the Ribbon under Profile tab, click on
Calculate Superelevations icon.
2. Calculate superelevation dialog box opens.
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4. First define the area, where you want to
calculate superelevations. Usually it is whole
area where superelevations are calculated,
but you can define your own area with the
click on icon

.

5. In the next step define superelevation type.
Options: - undivided crowned,
- undivided planar,
- divided crowned with median and
- divided planar with median
Select undivided planar.
6. Pivot method: it defines the point on the lane
about which the roadway is superelevated.
Select centre.
7. The next two settings (Attainment method in
tangent-curve and Correction of attainment in
spirals) are advanced, so leave them as they
are.
8. At the bottom of dialog box specify limits.
Check:
- Maximum superelevation [%]: 5.0 %
- Minimum superelevation [%] 2.5 %
9. On the right side you can specify which
superelevation line should be labelled.
10. Confirm with OK.
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